Understanding the behavior of numerical methods in a common framework is the basis for comparison
Galerkin FEM cos(37 ), sin 
The generalized Fourier analysis places all methods on an equal footing --regardless of the formulation
Generalized Fourier analysis considers the spectral behavior of semi-discretizations of the advection-diffusion equation Substitution into semi-discrete equation yields: For a non-dispersive medium, waves propagate at the 'true' velocity, e.g., in 1-D, Spatial discretization results in dispersive behavior, i.e., waves propagate at a velocity that is wavelength dependent, 
] 
Imaginary part of symbol, , yields the phase speed
Real part of symbol, , yields the discrete and artificial diffusivity
Characterizing the discretization: TE and phase (and diffusivity) error yield order accuracy, p: Signal not damped in ∆x/c time scale
Summary and Conclusions
In the discrete world, Waves don't propagate at the advective velocity, and don't always propagate in the direction of the wave vector Information doesn't diffuse at the continuum rate Grid bias will be present … Fourier analysis can quantify these errors Some clear losers and not so obvious winners Clear 'losers' are FOU and SOU SOU provides the WORST phase and group, requiring the most resolution for a fixed accuracy level FOU, lumped mass FEM and CVFEM also perform relatively poorly
Choice of a winner is more difficult 
Phase speed is the projection of the fluid velocity in the wave direction --the "apparent velocity"
Scalar advection:
Use a fundamental sol'n Solve for the circular frequency and phase speed For a non-dispersive medium, waves propagate at the "true" velocity, e.g., in 1-D, Spatial discretization results in dispersive behavior, i.e., waves don't propagate at the "true" velocity and Waves propagate at a velocity that is wavelength dependent 
